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‘Non - Detention’ 


 
 

71-74 Choose the suitable question Tag.
71. She is at home, ..........? (To make quess)

1. is she 2. is n’t she 3. does she 4. doesn’t she
72. Somebody has called  me ,............?

1. has somebody  2. haven’t they 3. have they 4. hasn’t they
73. I don’t think he will come, ..........?

1. won’t he 2. will not he 3. will he 4. do I
74. Let’s go to the movie, ...........?

1. will they 2. can he 3. may you 4. shall we
75-78 Choose the suitable direct and Indirect speech for the

follwoing
75. He said to me, “I have often told you not to play with fire”.

1. He adv\ised me that he had often told me not play with fire.
2. He reminded me that he had often told me not to play with fire
3. He urged me that he had often told me not to play with fire
4. He asked me that he has often told me not to play with fire

76. The teacher said to him, “Do not read so fast”
The teacher .......... him not to read so fast. The reporting verb is
1. urged 2. opined 3. advised 4. ordered

77. The lady inquired if he was now quite well again.
1. ‘Are you now quite well again?” the lady inquired
2. “Are you now quite well again?” inquired the lady
3. “Is she was now quite well again?” inquired the lady
4. Both 1 & 2

78. ‘No’ said the child; I won’t kneel, for if I do, I shall spoil my new
breeches”.

1. The child replied that he would not kneel, for if he did, he
would spoil his new breeches

2. The child reminded that he should not kneel, for if he do, he
would spoil his new breeches

3. The child suggested that he would not kneel, for if he did, he
should spoil his new breeches

4. The child asked that he would not kneel, for if he did, he
would spoil his new breeches
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79. precis-writing is a fine exercise in
1. speech 2. listening 3. communication   4. reading

80. precis-writing is a very good exercise in writing
1. letter 2. format 3. composition 4. message

81. In the letter writing yours sincerly, yours faithfully etc. are
1. superscription  2. subscription 3. communication 4. all

82. Where should we write superscription ?
1. on the envelope 2. in the envelope
3. in the body of the letter 4. above the body of the letter

83. A person of good understading, knowledge and reasoning power
1. expert 2. intellectual 3. snob 4. literate

84. One who possesses many talents
1. versatile 2. prodigy 3. exceptional 4. gifted

85. We talked over the matter for an hour. Here talked over means
1. discussed 2. explained 3. suggested 4. examined

86. My advice was thrown away upon him, because he ignored it.
1. rejected 2. wasted 3. refused 4. accepted

87. eagerness, enther siams, emotion, fervour etc. are synonyms of
1. pounding 2. fever 3. passion 4. grace

88. Perseverance, dedication, diligenece, tenacity etc, are syn-
onyms of

1. pound 2. passion 3. fashion 4. persistence
89. The opposite of ‘stale’

1. static 2. statue 3. fresh 4. fire
90. The opposite of ‘appropriate’

1. unappropriate 2. imappropriate
3. non-appropriate 4. in appropriate

91. What kind of plan is called as “A map of the book’ ?
1. A lesson-plan 2. A period - plan
3. A unit plan 4. A year plan

92. Which of the following is not a criteria for effective Black
Board Work ?

1. Judicious use of space 2. Neatness
3. Tidiness 4. Fluency

93. Teaching aids are helpful
1. To present new language items  2. To introduce a topic
3. To sustain interest throughout lesson 4. all

94. “The poem ‘Bangle sellers’ was written by ...............”
      The question comes under

1. Recall item 2. Recognition item
3. Comprehensive item 4. All

95. What kind of questions are very useful to test the power of
expression of the pupil ?

1. short answer question 2. essay answer question
3. very short answer question 4. objective type question

96. ...........provides focus for learning and brings about the desired
out comes.

1. Syllabus 2. Text book
3. Curriculum 4. Instructional Material

Read the follwoing passage
The Dinosaurs were cold-blooded creatures. They could not

heat their own bodies. They needed the heat from the sun to stay
alive and move about. When the weather got colder, their bodies
became slower and slower and they could not even move to
collect their food. But crocodiles are also cold blooded animals!
The crocodile is a water animal as well. When the weather was
cold, the crocodile slipped deep into the water and kept warm.
But most Dinosaurs were land animals. They could not stay
under water, and when the land was covered in deep snow, the
Dionosaurs were in great trouble. They could not adapt to the
changing conditions and could not survive.

97-100. Answer the following questions.
97. They greatest problem that the cold-blooded animals face that

1. They cannot warm up their body on their own
2. They cannot live without the help of sun or water
3. They cannot survive in the snow 4. None

98. The Dianosaurs have disappeared whereas the crocodiles have
survived because

1. They were smaller than dinosaurs
2. They could live on land as well as in water
3. They could defeat the dianosaurs in the bottle for survival
4. All

99. The last letter in “Conditions’’ is pronounced as a/an
1. /s/ 2. /ns/ 3. /z/ 4. /Iz/

100. The word “adapt’’ here means
1. adopt 2. adept 3. accept 4. adjust
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p2+2pq-4q2 p2-2pq-4q2
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 51 2 101 3 151 4
2 2 52 4 102 2 152 4
3 4 53 3 103 4 153 1
4 2 54 4 104 3 154 4
5 4 55 2 105 2 155 2
6 2 56 2 106 3 156 4
7 3 57 4 107 2 157 2
8 4 58 2 108 1 158 2
9 4 59 1 109 4 159 1

10 3 60 3 110 2 160 1
11 3 61 4 111 3 161 1
12 2 62 3 112 4 162 1
13 4 63 3 113 3 163 1
14 4 64 2 114 4 164 3
15 4 65 2 115 2 165 4
16 3 66 1 116 1 166 1
17 1 67 2 117 2 167 2

SA BIOLOGY ANSWER SHEET
DIV TEST.4 (25.04.2015)

17 1 67 2 117 2 167 2
18 2 68 4 118 3 168 2
19 3 69 1 119 3 169 1
20 1 70 1 120 3 170 1
21 1 71 1 121 3 171 2
22 3 72 2 122 2 172 1
23 1 73 3 123 1 173 2
24 2 74 4 124 2 174 1
25 1 75 2 125 1 175 1
26 4 76 3 126 2 176 2
27 4 77 4 127 2 177 1
28 1 78 1 128 3 178 2
29 2 79 4 129 4 179 1
30 2 80 3 130 4 180 2
31 1 81 2 131 1 181 2
32 4 82 1 132 1 182 1
33 2 83 2 133 4 183 4
34 4 84 1 134 2 184 3
35 4 85 1 135 3 185 2
36 3 86 2 136 3 186 2
37 3 87 3 137 4 187 3
38 2 88 4 138 1 188 1
39 1 89 3 139 2 189 1
40 2 90 4 140 1 190 440 2 90 4 140 1 190 4
41 1 91 4 141 3 191 4
42 3 92 4 142 2 192 1
43 3 93 4 143 2 193 1
44 2 94 1 144 1 194 3
45 1 95 2 145 2 195 1
46 3 96 3 146 2 196 1
47 1 97 1 147 1 197 1
48 3 98 2 148 2 198 1
49 3 99 3 149 2 199 4
50 3 100 4 150 1 200 2


